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Abstract 

Experiments were conducted to study the aerody
namic interactions between a small-scale helicopter 
rotor and a T-tail type empennage. Tlme-averaged 
and unsteady pressure measurements were made at 
various chord wise and spanwise stations on a. horizon
tal tailplane. Flow visualization was performed using 
the wide-field shaclowgraph method to help identify 
the locations of the rotor tip vortices relative to the 
empennage, and supported the interpretations of the 
surface pressure responses. The results have shown 
that the tail plane operated in a highly unsteady envi
ronment, with large spanwise and chord wise variations 
in aerodynamic loading. The proximity of the rotor 
wake boundary was found to be a fundamental factor 
influencing the fiow environment at the tailplane. 
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Nomenclature 

Span of horizontal tail plane, rn 
Chord of horizontal tailplarH:_\ 1n 
Rotor blade chord, rn 
Lift coeffieient 
Total pressure coefiicient, 
= (Po ~ Poo) I (Po= - Poo) 
Time-dependent pressure coefficient, 
= 100 (p(t) - Poo) I0.5p\l2 R 2 

Time-averaged pressure coefficient, 
= 100 (p- Poo) I0.5p!!2 R2 

R.otor thrust coefficient, = T I pnfl2 R'1 

Reduced frequency 
Number of blades 
Rotor radius, rn 
Rotor thrust, N 
Free-stream velocity, n~fs 
Lateral velocity component, m/s 
Vertical velocity component, 1njs 
Hub coordinate system, 1n 
Tailplane coordinate system, m 
Shaft angle, deg. 
Advance ratio, =V00 jnR 
Air density, kg lm" 
Rotor solidity,= N,, c,,jnR 
Blade azimuth angle, deg. 
Rotor rotational frequency) radjs 
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Introduction 

All rotorcraft suffer from interactional aerodynamic 
problems whereby the rotor affects the airframe air
loads and the airframe has a reciprocal affect on the 
rotor airloads and performance. Interactional aero
dynamic effects are alwnys accentuated by the use of 
high rotor disk loadings and smaller clearances be
tween the main rotor and the fuselage. However, the 
mechanisms contrlbuting to these aerodynamic inter
actions are complicated. and as of yet are not fully 
understood. Yet it is known that the energetic wake 
generated by the rotor may envelope large parts of 
the airframe, thereby affecting the airloacls in these 
regions. 1• 2 Furthermore, the strong tip vortices gen
erated by each rotor blade may como in close proxim
ity to or impinge the airframe surface, and this can be 
a source of la,rge unsteady airloads. 3 • 4 

VVhilc there have been many rotor/airframe inter
action studies, systematic experimental studies of he
licopter rotor/ empennage interactions are rare. The 
consequences of the problem, however, can be very 
signficant. During changes in forward flight speed 
the rotor wake boundary changes position significa.ntly 
relative to the empennage, which means that large 
excursions in angle of attack can occur there. Com
bined with the high total pressure inside the rotor 
wake boundary, this can result in substantial changes 
to fuselage forces and moments. If these changes oc
cur suddenly or unpredietably, then an aircraft with 
undesirable handling qualities can result. The difficul
ties with the horizontal tail plane design on the AH-64 
Apa,che and EH-101 helicopters are documented ex
amples of this type of problem. 5• 6 In addition, be
cause of the large unsteady effects associated with the 
rotor wake/surface interactions, vibration levels can 
be signific::'t.ntly a,mplified when the interactions take 
place at the end of a long tail. 

Early investigations into rotor/ surface interaction 
problems include the work of VVheatly, 7 Makofski and 
}.'Icnkick, 8 McKee and Nacscth 0 and Lynn. 10 Sheri
clan and Smitlt 11 examined some of the more detailed 
issues associated with rotor/tail airloads in their sem
inal \Vork Otl rotor/airframe interactions. Nlore re
cently Leishman and I3i 12 studied the interactions be
tween a rotor and rm isolated lifting surface, confirm
ing the complexity of the aerodynamic problem. Be
cause of high vibrations found on the RAH-66 T-tail 
configuration, Torok a.nd Ream I:~ obta.ined flight test 
data documenting the interactions and attempted to 
understand their. source. Frederickson and Lamb 14 

concluctecl a further investigation in a wind tunnel test 
of the R.AH-66 Conmnchc. In both tests, the vibra
tion levels produced by the rotor/tail interactions were 
de<.trly correlated with the wake position. 
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The theoretical prediction of the effects of rotors 
and the associated vertical wakes on the airloads in
duced airframe coml)Onents has also received some at
tention. Bramwell 1 has used potential flow methods 
with simple configurations) and the significance of un
steady effects was clearly demonstrated. Yet the de
velopment of higher fidelity methods has been hin
dered by the lack of detailed experimental data, both 
for guidance in developing the models and for vali
dation purposes. Gangwani 16• 17 used a prescribed 
wake model coupled with a doublet-lattice model of a 
fixed wing to predict the unstea.cly bending moments 
measured on a helicopter tail. Reasonable correlation 
was obtained with flight test data. Mello and Rand 18 

confirmed that the predicted unsteady loads on the 
empennage were very sensitive to the rotor wake ge
ometry. Curtiss and Quackenbush 19 considered the 
effects of·the rotor wake induced velocity field at the 
empennage location on helicopter stability derivatives. 
The limited correlations obtained with flight test data 
reiterated the complexity of the wake/empennage in
teraction problem. Recently, Weinstock 20 has devel
oped a simple model of the aerodynamic interaction 
problem for use in flight simulation modeling. 

In view of the present limited understanding of 
the very complicated and interrelated effects of ro
tor/empennage aerodynamic interactions~ the purpose 
of the present work was to conduct a systematic exper
imental investigation into the problem. Particular em
phasis was placed on documenting the rotor wake ge
ometry and unsteady effects induced on a horizontail 
tail. The overall objective was to obtain a better un
derstanding of the aerodynamic environment encoun
tered by lifting surfaces located near a rotor and/or 
immersed in the rotor wake 1 and to provide specific 
measurements for ongoing validation studies with an
alytical models. 

Description of the Experiment 

The experimental set-up consisted of a an approx
imately 1/6-scale four-bladed helicopter rotor and 
generic body shape. This set-up has been used for 
many yea.rs for several different studies at the Univer
sity of :tviarylancl 1 l-

3 and is an AGARD test case for 
rotor/airframe interaction modeling. 21 The rotor ha..s 
a fully articulated lmb with four blades and a con
ventional swash plate. The rotor diameter is 1.65 rn 
(65 in). The blades used wrn·e mildly tapered in plan
form with n taper ratio of 3:1 confined to the outer
most G% of the blade. The blades had 13 degrees of 
nose-down linear twist. In the present experiments 
aT-tail empennage was located on the generic body 
shape l.l~H rn (44.5in) downstream of the rotor hub 1 

as illustrated in Fig. 1. The tailplane was supported 
by a structure inside the tailboom 1 which for some 
tests contained a strain-gage balance. 

The T tail empenru1.ge configuration comprised a 
horizontal tail plane with a constant chord of 0.203 m 
(8.0 in)~ connected to the tail by an aerodynamic fair
ing of the same chord. The aspect ratio of the tail plane 
was 2.5. I3ot.h the horizontal n.nd vertical tail em
ployed a NACA 0012 airfoil throughout. The hori
zontal tailplanc could be located at two vertical po
sitions~ namely z1J R = +0.022 (high ta.ilplnne con
figuration) and zh/ R = -0.055 (low tail plane con
figuration). These configurations simulated most of 
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Figure 1: Sketch of the rotor/body/empennage sys
tem, high tailplane position 

Figure 2: Photograph of the rotor/body/empennage 
system in the wind tunnel 

the aerodynamic conditions likely to be encountered 
by a horizontal tailplane on a typical helicopter. The 
tail plane was mounted at zero degrees angle of attack 
relative to the longitudinal axis of the body. 

A summary of the main characteristics of the ro
tor! fuselage, and tail assembly is given in Table 1, 
with a photograph of the setup being shown in Fig. 2. 
This photograph also illustrates the two coordinate 
systems. 

Rotor and Tailplane Instrumentation 

Instrumentation was installed on the rotor and the 
empennage. Instrumentation was not provided on the 
body in these particular tests because it had been ex
tensively instrumented in a previous series of tests. 2 - 4 

The rotor balance permitted the measurement of three 
mutually perpendicular time-averaged force compo
nents (thrust, drag 1 and sicle-forceL along with the 
corresponding moments. Rotor power was measured 
using a torque disk coupled to the rotor shaft. Hall
effect sensors were located at the blade hinges to mon
itor flap and lead/lag displacements. Details of other 
rotor instrumentation are given in Ref. 3. 

Time-averaged pressure measurements were ob
tained from thirty-two pressure taps. These were lo
cated along rows at the leading-edge at xjc = 0.04 
and the trailing-edge at xjc = 0.81 on both the upper 
and lower surface of the tail plane - see Table 2. The 
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Number of blades, Nb 
Rotor radius, R 
Rotor blade chord, C& 

Rotor solidity, u 
Blade twist (linear) 
Blade airfoil 
Fuselage length 
Fuselage max. diameter 
Tailplane span, b 
Tailplane chord, c 
Tailplane airfoil section 
High tail plane position, zh/ R 
Low tail plane position, ZJt/ R 

4 
0.826 m (32.5 in) 
63.5 mm (2.5 in) 
0.098 
-13° 
NASA RC310/410 
1.943 m (76.5 in) 
0.254m (10.0in) 
0.508 m (20.0 in) 
0.203 m (8.0 in) 
NACA 0012 
+0.022 
-0.055 

Table 1: ivlain geometric characteristics of the rotor, 
fuselage and tail models 

Pressure Tap No. 
Top Bottom x/c 2y/b 

1 17 0.04 0.80 
2 18 0.04 0.60 
3 19 0.04 0.40 
4 20 0.04 0.20 
5 21 0.04 -0.20 
6 22 0.04 -0.40 
7 23 0.04 -0.60 
8 24 0.04 -0.80 
9 25 0.81 0.80 

10 26 0.81 0.60 
11 27 0.81 0.40 
12 28 0.81 0.20 
13 29 0.81 -0.20 
14 30 0.81 -0.40 
15 31 0.81 -0.60 
16 32 0.81 -0.80 

Table 2: Locations of sb_ttic pressure taps on the hor
izontal tailplane 

leading-edge pressure taps were positioned to detect 
the leading-edge pressure peak, and therefore, to give 
an indication of the local lift coefiieient of the tail plane 
section. Vlhen correlated with the leading-edge pres
sure response, the trailing-edge pressures helped incli
cate the occurence of flow separation. The pressures 
were measured using a digital multi-channel pressure 
system. The pressure tubes were connected to a multi
plexer module mounted inside the fuselage. This mod
ule contained miniature pressure transducers, analog 
multiplexers, and analog-to-digital (A/D) converters. 
A miniature pneumatic valving system inside the mod
ule permitted rapid on-line recalibration of the pres
sure sensors with the test in progress. 

rrimc-depcndent; pressures were measured using 
pressure tnmsducms located at sixteen loccttions, <lncl 
grouped at two spanwisc stations -·· sec Table 3. Due 
to physical constraints, it; was impractical to co-locate 
the pressure transducms at the same ehordwise or 
spanwise locations as the static pressure taps, so they 
were offset by a small distance. 

Transducer No. 
Top Bottom xjc 2y/b 

1 9 0.075 0.50 
2 10 0.263 0.50 
3 1l 0.494 0.50 
4 12 0.725 0.50 
5 13 0.075 -0.50 
G 14 0.263 -0.50 
7 15 0.494 -0.50 
8 16 0.725 -0.50 

Table 3: Locations of pressure transducers on the hor
i:;-;ontal tailplane 

Data Acquisition System 

Time-averaged pressure data were acquired from the 
pressure measuring system over <-1. GPIB interface. 
Quasi-steady data, such as rotor balance loads, were 
logged directly by a computer through a 16-channel 
multiplexer and a 14-bit A/D converter. Unsteady 
pressure data were logged simultaneously using a high
speed multi-channel 12-bit A/D converter system. 
This data acquisition system was also interfaced over 
a GPIB interface. A trigger signal for all the un
steady measurements was obtained from a rotor shaft 
encoder. 

The t;irne-averaged pressure measurements were 
made by averaging 256 samples at each location over 
an interval corresponding to about 200 rotor revolu
tions. Time-histories of the pressure transducer re
sponses were logged continuously over up to 20 rotor 
revolutions at a sampling resolution of 256 data frames 
per channel per revolution, i.e., an azimuth resolution 
of 1.4 dcg. All unsteady time-history data presented 
in this paper are time-averaged) i.e., the data were 
ensemble averaged over ten or more rotor revolutions. 

Test Conditions 

The experiments were performed in the University of 
Niaryland's Glenn L. Martin wind tunnel. This tun
nel has a 2.36 x 3.35rn (8 x 11ft) working section. 
The rotor was tested at a rotational speed of 2100 rptn 
(35Hz), which corresponded to a nominal hover tip 
iviach number of 0.52. Collective, lateral cyclic and 
longitudinal cyclic blade pitch were set by means of 
remotely controlled swash plate actuators. The normal 
forward flight trim procedure was performed by min
imizing the 1-per-revolution blade flapping response 
relative to the shaft, thereby producing a rotor tip
path-plane (TPP) that was pmpcndieular to the rotor 
shaft axis. 

Over seventy test conditions comprising variations 
in rotor thrust, advance ratio, shaft angle) and 
tailplano position were examined; the range of test 
parameters being summarized in Table 4. Compara
tive studies were conducted at a eonstant rotor thrust 
for different advance ratios and shaft tilt angles. The 
result.fi .shown in this paper arc mostly for a blade load
ing coefficient of CT/a = 0.075. 
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Parameter Test Values 
Advance ratio! ft 0.05 to 0.30 
Rotor shaft angle~ a 5 -6° to +4° 
Rotor rotational speed 2100Tpm (35Hz) 
Rotor hover tip Mach no. 0.52 
Blade loading, C.r / CJ 0.075, 0.080, 0.085 

Table 4: Range of test parameters 

Flowfield Survey 

Flowfield survey data, \yhich were origionally obtained 
by Leishman and Bi 21 • 22 were reanalysed and used as 
a reference for the current tests. The time-averaged 
total pressure and three components of velocity were 
measured by miniature seven-hole probes. These data 
were obtained during a test with the same rotor 1 both 
with and without the body. Data at three advance 
ratios (Jt = 0.075, 0.10, and 0.20) were measured at 
a blade loading of C.r/a = 0.075. The probes were 
mounted on a traversing rig and were moved in three 
horizontal planf.:~S located at zh/ R = -0.14 1 -0.29, and 
·-0.45. While these planes were somewhat below the 
plane of the horizontal tailplane used in the present 
test 1 the data provided considerable information about 
the flow environment; at the tail. The measurement 
grid contained 896 measurement points (28 x 32 grid) 
in each plane, mosUy equispaced at 7.62cm (3.0in). 

Flow Visualization 

The wide-Held shadowgraph technique was used to 
visualize the locations of the rotor tip vortices rela
tive to the empennage. The basic components of the 
shadowgraph system are a point light source strobe, 
a retrordlective projection screen, and a video or still 
CELmera. The tip vortices created by the rotor cause 
small changes in the How density and index of refrac
tion. Therefore, the light rays from the strobe are 
refracted as they pass through these vortices 1 caus
ing (magnified) shadows to be cast on the projection 
screen. By examining the wake for successive rotor 
azimuth positions and by using a grid system on the 
screen 1 it was possible to quantify the locations of the 
leading- and trailing-edges of the rotor wake boundary 
relative to the rotor and the empennage. Further de
tails of the wide-field shadowgraph techniqut; can be 
f(nmcl in Rd. 23. 

Rcsult~':'i and Discussion 

Flowfield Ivicasurements 

The distribution of total pressure at the highest mea
surement plane is illustrated in Fig. 3. The relative 
position of the rotor disk and the tailplanc are also 
provided ~m the figure for reference. 

The highest total pressures were found to occur near 
the periphery of the rotor disk. Note that this is more 
pronounced on the retreating side 1 since the lift tends 
to he concentrated more toward the tip on this side 
of the rotor disk. A small low pressure region can 
be observed in Fig. 3 on the advancing side just be
hind the center of the rotor disk. 'I'his is clue to the 
presence of the hub wake) which appears on this side 

-0.5 0.0 0.5 
x 11 /R 

1.0 1.5 

Figure 3: Distribution of CPo at zh/ R = 
JL = 0.10 (isolated rotor) 

-0.14 for 

Figure 4: Distribution of vertical velocity Vz/V00 at 
zh/ fl.= -0.14 for I'= 0.10 (isolated rotor) 

of the disk due to the (small) i:iwirl How in the direc
tion of rotor rotation. This hub wake was found to 
be convected further downstream as the advance ratio 
was increased 1 but at no time did it impinge on the 
empennage region. Previous research tt, '2'1 has shown 
that the rotor hub \vnke can have a considerable in
fluence on the flow environment of the empennage at 
high advance ratios. Hmvevcr, for the measurements 
made here, which \Verc For advance ratios of 0.3 and 
bclow1 the lmb wake was convected below the empen
nage. This was also evident from the flow visualiza
tion, which showed that the tip vortices passing near 
the tailplane were not affectccl by turbulence gener
a.ted by the hub wake. 

The' region behind the rotor disk, which is where a 
horizontal tailpln.ne may be located 011 a helieopter 1 

was characteril:cd by fairly low totnl pressure. How
ever, the individual velocity components revealed that 
there was a. significant dowuflmv at this position. This 
is illustrated by Fig. 4 1 which shows the contours of 
the vertical component. of measured velocity Vz (non
dimensionalil:ed with respect to the free-stream veloc
ity). The two low pressure regions trailing from the 
edges of the rotor clisk in Fig. ~~ provided evidence of 
the wake roll-up into two larger vortex bundles. Ex
amination of the Vz cornponCnt in Fig. 4 shows the 
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xh/A 

1.0 1.5 

Figure 5: Distribution of lateral velocity V:v/Vcxl at 
z,jR ~ -0.14 for I'= 0.10 (isolated rotor) 
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Figure 6: Velocity distribution in yz-plane at :rh/ R = 
1.28 for I'= 0.10 (isolated rotor) 

presence of these vortex bundles) ·with large positive 
and negative velocity peaks occurring when the vortex 
bundles were dose to the measurement plane. This is 
particularly visible near Yh/ R = cHl.80 just behind 
the rotor disk. Also note that the flowfield was not 
fully symmetric. In general) the Vz velocity peaks and 
gradients on the advancing side were: larger suggesting 
that the trailing: vortex bundle on the advancing sick 
was stronger. This was also observed in another rotor 
experiment by Ghec and Elliott. 215 

Figure 5 shows the distribution of the non
dimcilsional lateral velocity Vy) again illustrating the 
significant asyrrunetry of tho flowfielcl ncar the em
pennage location. ;\::; with the V: component the 
effect induced by the tip vortex bundles was larger 
on the mlvancing side of the disk) which is visible at 
oo,J II. = 1.28 1md Yh/ li = 0.80. In general, the flow 
direction between the vortex bundles was oriented to
\varcls the centerline of the body when the measure
ment plane wa;;; above the vortex plall(\ and a\vay from 
the centm·linc when the measun:ment plane was below 
the vortex plane. 

The latent! and vertical vdoeity components ha.vc 
been combined in Fig. 6 to give another impression 
of the veloeity field {ndueecl by tlw rotor wake. In 
this plot) the flowfield is shown for a cross-plane at 
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-1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 
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Figure ?: V(·;locity distribution in :rz-plane at YJJ R = 
0.20 for l' = 0.10 (isolated rotor) 
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Figure 8: Distribution of Cp[) at z;J R 
fl = 0.20 (isolated rotor) 

-0.14 for 

:rh/ R o-::-.: 1.58) which is approximately equivalent to the 
11.% chord location in the tail plane coordinate system. 
The position of both vortex bundles trailed from the 
rotor disk can be determined ·without much difficulty. 
It is noteworthy that the vortex bundle on the advanc
ing blade side '\vas convected further clown below the 
rotor at this cross~piaiH\ a phenomenon that was also 
observed by Ghee and EtHott. 25 

Figure ? 'shows the development of the wake veloc
ities in a longitudinal plane at Yh/ R = 0.20) just to 
::;t;arboard of the body centerline. In the vicinity of 
the horboutal tail plane (which is just downstream of 
the wake boundary at this advance ratio) the veloc
ities d(:~crensed considerably (as illustrated previously 
by the total pressure measurements) but the down
wash angles still remained quite large. Therefore) it is 
likely thnJ. the flow would he ::;epa.ratcd over the lower 
surface of a tnilplnne located in this position. 

The wake skew angle and the asymmetry of the ve
locities in the wake increased as the advance ratio was 
iucrcased. 'I'his is illustrated in Fig. 8) which shows 
the distribution of total pressure at an advance ratio 
of /-l = 0.20. The values of C'po at this higher advance 
ratio were much smaller) as expc:cted (by deHnition 
cfJO deereaBes with adva.nee ratio for a given Cp). The 
low pressure region due to the huh incre;_\sed signHi-
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cantly in size and was convected further downstream 
but still not close to the horizontal tail plane. The high 
total pressure region found at the rear of disk at low 
advance ratios moved towards the retreating side of 
the rotor, indicating that the loading on the retreat
ing side had shifted more towards the blade tips. 

VVake Geometry !vleasurements 

Detailed positions of the rotor wake were determined 
from video images using the shadowgraph method. 
The shadowgraph images were analyzed to determine 
the position of the tip vortices, which identify the 
boundaries of the rotor wake. The wake boundaries 
for different test conditions are presented in Figs. 9-'" 
12. Each figure shows the location of the rear wake 
boundary along the longitudinal centerline for differ
ent advance ratios. The locations of the tail boom, 
vertical fin, rmd horizontal tailpla.ne are also shown. 
The reference point for these figures is the center of 
the rotor hub rather than the origin of the TPP be
cause the hub-plane is fixed with respect to the hor
izontal tailplane. Based on measured coning angles, 
the TPP was located approximately 0.050R above the 
hub-plane. 

Figure 9 shows the baseline wake bounda.ries, which 
are for a shaft angle of O:s = -2°, a blade loading co
efficient of 0.075 and with the high tail position. Fig
ures 10-12 illustrate the effect of changing the test 
parameters. From the measured boundaries, it was 
clea.r that varying the advance ratio had the most sig
nificant effect on the wake geometry. At the lowest ad
vance ratio of tt = 0.05, the tip vortices were initially 
convected down almost perpendicular to the TPP. As 
the vortices approached the body, however, they were 
convected almost parallel to the body surface. This 
process was observed during a previous test, and is dis
cussed in detail in Refs. 26---·28. An increase in advance 
ratio produced a higher wake skew angle, so the tip 
vortiees were eonvected strea.mwise a.t a. higher veloc
ity. As expected, changes in the wake skew angle were 
largest at low advance ratios and as the advanC:e ratio 
was increased the change in wake skew angle became 
smaller, the angle remaining almost constant a hove 
l' = 0.25. 

Dtw to the diffieulty in obtaining high contrast video 
shadowgra.phs at higher advance ratios, it was not al
~vays possible to follow the vortex filaments until they 
unpacted on the empennage. However, the trajecto
ries of the observed tip vortices were consistent enough 
to determine the position of the wake with respect to 
the horizontal tail plane. In those shadowgraph images 
where direct impingement of the wake on the vertical 
fin could he observed, the tip vortices were found to 
disintegrate quickly. 

The effeets on the wake geometry were found to 
be small after increasing the rotor colective pitch and 
blade loading coefficient to 0.085. Essentially, the tip 
vortices f.J!!owc:d the same pc.tth as for the lower blade 
loading, and they appeared to be convected away from 
the rotor at nearly the same speed, despite the slight 
increase in rnean inflow velocity corresponding to the 
thrust increase. However, the sha.clowgraph contrast 
was slightly improved due to the increaSe in tip vortex 
strength, allowing more of the wake to be observed at 
higher advance ratios. 

Descent conditions in forward flight were simulated 
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Figure 9: Wake boundaries for cx8 -- -2°, Cr/rJ 
0.075, and high tail position 
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Figure 10: Wake boundaries for a,, 
0.085, and high tail position 

Tail 

by tilting the shaft axis back to a,, = + 2'. Tbis 
resulted in a more substantial change to the wake 
boundaries, especially at high advance ratios. The 
wake boundary now passed very close to the horizon
tal tailplane for f.L = 0.25 and 0.30. The wake skew 
angle was almost constant at these advance ratios, and 
the observed wake boundaries were virtually identical. 

Lowering the vertical position of the horizontal 
tailplane had little effect on the wake geometry for a 
given set of conditions, and the observed wake bound
aries were essentially identical to thosf) observed with 
the high tail. However, \Vith the lower position the 
trailing-edge of the rotor wake now passed over the 
ta.ilplane at Jl = 0.25 and impinged on the top sur
face. Such close interactions were not observed with 
negative shaft angles at the high tail position, where 
the wake passed below the horizontal ta.ilplane for all 
advnnce ratios. 

Time-Averaged Pressures 

Time-averaged pressure measurements wen: made at 
thirty-two loeations that were distributed spanwise 
along tho loading- and trailing-edges of the horizontal 
tail. As suggested by the wake surveys, the flow about 
the horizontal tail was found to be inherently three
dimensional. This was previously shown by Le::ishman 
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1.5 

and Bi 12 who encountered a wide variation in pres
sure cli~tributions along the span of a lifting surface 
located in a rotor wake.· The three-dimensionality was 
expected to be as fH-were in the current test, especial_ly 
since the horizontal tail plane was situated on top of a 
verticFd fin. Thn vertical fin was expected to generate 
some lift clue to the effective side-slip angles that were 
measured in the wake survey, thus contributing to the 
overall asymmetry of the flow over the horizontal tail. 

Spanwise pressure distributions measured over the 
horizontal tail are illustrated in Figs. 13·-16. These 
pressure distributions corresponc~ to the san:e te~t con
ditions as for the wake geometnes shown m Ftgs. 9-·-
12. Each fio·ure shows both the pressure distribution 
along the IE7acling- and trailing-edges. The solid line 
represents pressures along the upper surface, and the 
dashed line represents pressures along the bottm:1 su_r
face. Since the horizontal tailplane was operatmg m 
a flow environment that was more dependent on the 
rotor than on the frecstream, the measured pressures 
have been non-climensionalizecl with respect to the ro-
tor tip speed. . 

The pr<::ssure distributions over the tad shuwed gen
erally positive (stagnation) values of c;) on the upper 
surface, and negative (suction) values on the lower 
surface. There was a dear difference between the ad
vancing (sta.rboa.rcl) and retreating (port) sid(-; of the 
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Figure 13: Spanwise steady pressure distributions for 
a,,= -2', Cr/CJ = 0.075, and high tail position 

tail plane, especially on the lower surface, the pressures 
on the advancing side of the tailplane being slightly 
higher along the leading-edge. This suggested that 
the (negative) lift on the advancing side was larger as 
a result of the higher strength of the vortex bundle 
trailed from this side of the rotor. The asymmetry is 
also partly due to the physical separation b~ the ver
tical fin, which divided the flow over the tmlplane at 
midspan. 

Pressure distributions for a rotor shaft angle of 
Cl::s = -2° and the high tail position are shown in 
Fig. 13 (Or/cr = 0.075) and Fig. 14 (CT/CJ =o 0.085). 
These pressure distributions appeared quahtattvely 
similar, although, as expected) the observed pressures 
were slightly larger at the higher blade loading. 

At adv(l..nce ratios below J.L = 0.15 the pressures 
along the leading-edge of the tailplane were low, but 
significant suction pressure still existed along the 
trailing-edge. This result confirms that the flow was 
indeed separated. The flowficld measurements and 
flow visualization discussed previously indicated that 
the downwash angles at these advance ratios were 
quite high, and it is likc~ly that the tail was completely 
stalled at these operating conditions. 

As the advance ratio was increased to ft = 0.15, a 
significant increase in the leading-edge suction pres
sures was observed. At the same time, the pressures 
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along the trailing-edge clccrcasccl considerably, except 
at the measurement point just to starboard of thf) ver
tical fin. The f:lowficld survey and flow visualization 
has shown that the downwash a.ngles decrease with 
advance ratio while the wake skew angle increased, so 
this resulted in a sma..ller angle of attack at the hori
zontal tail plane. It appears that the flow was now less 
separated but the tail was still operating at a high 
negative angle of attack. 

At high advance ratios 1 a large suction peak ap
peared in thD trniling-cclge pressure distribution on 
the starboard (advancing) side of the tail. It is possi
ble that there was a lateral flow towards the advancing 
side of the tailplaw.:\ such that the vertical fin was op
erating at a negative angle of attadc This was implied 
by the flowfield measurements of Vy (see Fig. 5) 1 which 
showed that the lateral velocity was generally positive 
in the viduity of the horizontal ttlil. This 1 combined 
with tlv- magnitude of the trailing-edge suction peak 1 

suggested that How sepa.ration and a scarf vortex was 
likely present on the advancing side of the tail plane. 
This vortex originated a.t the junction of the vertical 
fin and the hori;;,ontal tailplane 1 and extended to the 
traili11g-edge. 

VVhen the advance ratio was increased from ft = 
0.15 to 0.30, the pressure increases at the leading-edge 
of the lower surface were found to be mueh srnaller. 
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Figure 15: Spanwise steady pressure distributions for 
O:s = +2° 1 Cr/(J' = 0.075, and high tail position 

Recall that the pressures presented here have been 
non-dimensionalized with respect to the (constant) ro
tor tip speed 1 such that any increase in free-stream 
velocity afl'ecting the horizontal tail results in an in
crease inC~. However, as the advance ratio increased) 
the downwash angles and corresponding angle of at
tack decreased, sueh that the net increase in c;) was 
benign. 

It is noteworthy that at I' = 0.15, the leading-edge 
suction pressures on the bottom surface were slightly 
lower on the advancing side of the tail. This again in
clicated that tlH,; flow had just started to reattach here 1 

while the flow on the retreating side was already fully 
attached. This can be explained through the asym
metry of the rotor wake. The stronger vortex bun
dle trailed on thEe~ advancing side led to higher down
wash angles, delaying How reattachment. As the ad
vance ratio increased) the flow became fully attached 
and the unsteady pressure coef-Ficient increased with 
the higher dynamic pressure. Therefore, the gener
ally higher flow velocities on the advancing side led 
to higher suction pressuH~s at the leading-edge of the 
tail. 

Only mild changes to the tailplane pressure distri
butions was observed at low advance ratios when the 
rotor shaft angle was changed from 0:8 = -2° to + 2°. 
This is because the tail was still fully stalled. Between 
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fl = 0.15 and 0.20, the flow became less separated and 
the pressure distributions looked similar to those for 
negative shaft angles. However, the leading-edge pres
sures were slightly smaller. This was expected because 
the observed wake skew angles were higher resulting in 
reduced angles of attack. The trailing-edge pressures 
showed a slight peak on the advancing side, indicat
ing that the scarf vortex at the horizontal a.nd vertintl 
surfaces was still present. 

As the advance ratio was increased to J.L = 0.25 
the leading-edge pressures on the lower surface on the 
retreating side clecn;ased, and suction pressures were 
observed on the upper surface suggesting that the re
treating side of the tail plane was now operating at a 
very sh~tllow nnglc of attack. Flow visualization ~)f tlw 
same test conditions (see Fig. 11) confirmed this he
caut>e the trailing-edge of the rotor ·wake boundary wns 
convected almost pa.rallnl to the hori%ontal ta.ilplanc. 
On the advancing side of the tnil the pressure peak 
at the trailing-edge disappeared, suggesting that the 
sca.rfvortcx was no longer present .. \Nhile the ohservod 
pressures here \vere low 1 no :::;uction pressure was ob
served on the upper surface, thereby confirming that 
the tail was now operating at a small negative angle 
of attack. 

Figure lG illustrates the efrects of lowering the tail 
position. Again, the flow about the t;_\Hpi<ule was com-

plctely stalled at low advance ratios, and the flow on 
the retreating side was found to reattach at about 
fJ., = 0.15. However 1 re-attachment on the advancing 
side of the tail did not occur until f.' = 0.20, suggesting 
that the asymmetry in the rotor wake was significantly 
higher for this tail position with higher downwash an
gles occurring on the advancing side. 

As the advance ratio was increased to fJ = 0.25, high 
leading-edge suction pressures were measured. The 
wake geometry rnea.surements (Fig. 12) showed that 
at this high advance ratio the wake was very close to 
the tail plane, nncl it is likely that the tail plane was en¥ 
countering quite high local velocities, especially on the 
advancing side where the vortex bundle trailed from 
the disk was stronger. A small peak in the trailing
edge on the advancing side suggested that the scarf 
vortex was present at high advancing ratios, but it 
was not as intense as for the high tail position. 

Unsteady Pressures 

The time-dependent pressures measured on the tail 
showed more complex variations than were measured 
pnwiously on the body surface. 2, 4 Also, it was not 
entirely possible to clearly classify the unsteady pres
sure signatures into categories, as was donE; in Ref. 1. 
This was not entirely unexpectt)d 1 since the environ
ment at the empennage location was much more three
dimensional clue to the nature of the rotor wake and 
its roll-up as described previously, as well as the influ
ence of the flmv separation and wake system generated 
by the tail itself. 

Like the time-averaged airloads, the general nature 
of the unsteady loads were found to be closely re
lated to the proximity of the rotor wake boundary 
and, therefore, the blade tip vortices. For example, 
Fig. 17 shows representative time-dependent pressures 
measured at one location on the upper surface of the 
tailplanc for a range of advance ratios at a constant 
rotor thrust and shaft angle for the low tail position. 
At low advanct) ratios (p. :; 0.10) the rotor wake was 
shown previously by the flow visualization results to 
convect relatively far below the tail, and the unsteady 
loads were found to be negligible. However, as the 
advance ratio was increased) the unsteady loads were 
found to quickly build in intensity. This is due to the 
closer proximity of the rotor wake boundary. 

For the test conditions in Fig. 17, the wake bound
ary wa.s very close to the tail between J.t = 0.20 a.ncl 
0.25. This can be seen in Fig. 12, which represents 
nearly the same test conditions but with a slightly 
higher blade loading of 0.085. At; thi::; condition the 
unsteady loads reached their maximum value. For ad
va.nec ratios above 0.25, the separation distanc~:~ be
tween the wake boundary and thf) horizontal tail plane 
increased slightly, with a corresponding mild decrease 
in unsteady loading. Recall that for high advance ra
tios the position of the wake boundary rernains rel
atively unaffected by changes in advance ratio (see 
Figs. 10 and 11). Therefore, the unsteady loads were 
maintained at the same overall magnitude. How
ever, since the convection velocity of the individual 
Hlarnents increased with increasing advance ratio, a 
change in phase of the unsteady loads on the tail with 
respect to the blade position was still observed. 

The effect of the horizontal tail position on the un
steady airloads can l.Je more clearly illustrated by ex-
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Figure 17: Variation of unsteady pressure coefficient with advance ratio at transducer # 5 (upper surface, 
retreating side, l<:1ading-edge) for a.~= -~2°, CT/a = 0.075, and low tail position 

ami nation of the one-sided autospectral density func
tion. This was obtained by computing the autocor
relation function of the time-history data1 and sub
sequently performing an FFT. Figure 18 shows the 
variation in the 4 per-revolution ( 4P) and 8P loading 
with advance ratio for high and low tail configurations 
for blade londings of CT/a = 0.075 and 0.085. Thesf) 
data are derived from measurements of the unsteady 
pressures itt the leading-edge (xjc = 0.075) on the 
lower sttrfnce on the retreating side of the horizontal 
ta,il. The results correspond to tlw wake boundaries 
shown in Figs. 9, 10 1 and 12. The corresponding pres
sures on the upper surface of the tail arc shown in 
Fig. 19. 

For the high tail configuration the results showed a 
steady increase in unsteady airloading for both the 4P 
and 8P components. The primary cause for this was 
the decreasing separation distance between the wake 

boundary and the horizontal tailplane. A secondary 
cause was the increase in non-circulatory loading 15 

because of the increa .. se in streamwise wake convec
tion velocity of the tip vortices. These trends were 
also obtained in a full-scale test discussed in Refs. 13 
and14. It is noteworthy that while the 4P forcing was 
the most dominant, significant 8P airloads were also 
present. 

Below I' = 0.15, both the 4P and 8P unsteady 
airloads were found to be quite small for both the 
low and high tail positions. This was expected since 
the wake boundary was relatively far from the tail at 
low advance ratios. Furthermore, as described previ
ously1 the time-averaged pressure measurements have 
shown that the flow over the tail plane wRs stalled be
low I'= 0.15. 

The variation in unsteady loading obtained with the 
low tail configuration was found to be considerably 
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different to that obtained for the high tail. The 4P 
airloads began to increase at an advance rntio of only 
0.10) which \vas because of the lower wake/tail sepan.t
tion distance. At an advance ratio of ft = 0.2(\ as the 
wake boundary started to encroach on the hori;,ontal 
tail, the 4P components reached approximately the 
sam.c intensity ns for the high tail configuration. How
ew~r, a sharp increase in 8P airloads was also noticed 
here. 

As the advance ratio was inercasecl to 0.25, the 
tip vortices passed over the horizontal tailplane (sec 
Fig. 12), and a very slight reduction in the 4P airloads 
was observed on the lower surface. lviore noticeable 
was the sharp decrease in 8P airloads when the wake 
boundary no longer impinged on the lending-edge of 
the tail surface. 

Further increases of the advance ratio resulted in in
creases of both 4P and 8P <lirloads, which again was 
p•·imarily dun to the increase in the rotor wake con
\1ectiou velocity. It is noteworthy that the magnitude 
of the unstc-;ady pressures for the low tail configura
tion was considerably smaller than for the high tail 
configuration. 

Figure 19 illustrates the development of the 4P 
and 8P airloads on the upper surface of the horbon
tal tailph-me. These <-.l.irloads were measured at the 
leading-edge (1:jc = 0.075) on the retreating side of 
the tail. For the high tC\.il position, the 4P ::\nd 8P 
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Figure 19: Va.ri::_\tion of periodic pressures with ad
vance ratio at transducer 5 for as= -·2°, and CT/cr = 

0.075 

comporwnts were negligible below fl. = 0.15. However, 
as the advance ratio was increased, the unsteady loads 
·were found to increase steadily, as had been observed 
on the lower surface of the tail. Yet the magnitude of 
the unsteady pressures was nearly 40% smaller than 
on the lower surface. The primary cause for this differ
ence was separation from the wake. At the high tail 
position, the wake passed below the tail for all test 
eonditions. Therefore, it was expected that the un
steady pressure response on the upper surface would 
be substantially lower than on the lower surface. 

VVhen the tail position was lowered, the magni
tude of the unstor_tdy pressures were found to incrCase 
sharply. As was observed on the lower surface of the 
tail plane, there was a significant increase in 8P load
ing when the wake impinged on the tail, while the 
4P loading increased slightly. As the advance ratio 
was increased further and the vortices were cmwe:)cted 
further away from the tail, both the 4P and 8P air
londs decreased. The maximum unsh~<tdy ~\irloading 
occurred at a slightly higher advance ratio than on the 
lower surface because the wa.ke impinged on the upper 
surface at a slightly higher wake skew a.ngle. 

The quantativc behavior of the 4P and 8P air
loads did not substantially change with blade loading. 
The increase in blade loading from CT/cr ::::::: 0.075 to 
0.085 produccc\ higher inflO"w velocities, resulting in n 
slightly lower wake skew angle. This meant that the 
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wake impinged on the tail plane at a higher advance ra
tio, which was shown by a corresponding shift in the 
8P pressure peale Furthermore, the increased blade 
loading produced ;.;lightly higher tip vortex strengths, 
also resulting in a higher 4P and 8P airloading. 

Note that the time-varying induced velocity field 
produced by the convecting tip vortices resulted in 
local time-varying angles of attack at a fairly high re
duced frequency. This can be established by comput
ing the reduced frequency at the tailplane from the 
equation 

k = we "'(N,fl)(e/R)R 
2V 2ttflR 

N,(c/R) 

2tt 

The ratio c/ R is about 0.25 for the present configura
tion, so the reduced frequency of the flow at the tail 
for an advance ratio of 0.2 would be of order 2.5. Ob
viously this requires the mathcmatica.l modeling of the 
problem to be considered fully unsteady. Also, if and 
when stall occurs locally on the wing, the high effec
tive reduced frequency of the flow means that separa
tion anrl sta.ll may be more dynn.mic in nature. This 
adds a11 additional level of complexity to the tnathe
matical modeling of t;he rotor/empennage interaction 
problem. 

Figure 20 shows measured time-dependent pres
sures at different chordwise positions on the upper 
surfa.ce of the retreating side the tail. fvioving chord
wise, the magnitude of the unsteady loads was found 
to diminish quickly. This is analogous to the steady 
state pressure distribution on a lifting surface, where 

the largest variations in pressure are observed near 
the leading-edge. Furthermore, the interaction with 
the lifting surface itself may alter the strengths and/or 
structure of the tip vortices in the wake, also resulting 
in a reduced magnitude of unsteady loading. 

From Fig. 20, it appeared that the unsteady load
ing consisted of a superposition of two events. The 
first event was evidenced by a. large increase in suction 
pressure observed near the leading-edge (xfc = 0.075) 
at 1(; = 71 o. The magnitude of this change in pressure 
decreased quickly along the chord, and it was barely 
visible at 1p = 73° at xfe = 0.263. Only a slight 
change in phase was observed between diffm·ent chord
wise measurement points, sugge.sting that the pressure 
disturbance is due to unsteady lift generation on the 
tail clue to the induced velocity field. The second event 
was much more consistent in magnitude, and is visible 
at 1/J = 86° at xfc = 0.263, at 1/J = 93° at '"/e = 0.494, 
a.ncl at 'l(; = 104° at :r/c = 0.725. This event was 
characterized by a very sharp decrease in pressure, 
followed by a shCtrp increase. There was a significant 
chordwise phase lag in the measurements of this event, 
suggesting that the disturbance was being convected 
past the tail at the local flow velocity. The g;Emeral 
overall pressure signature dtw to the second <N<~nt was 
typical of vortex passage) and corresponded well with 
the signature of close vortex/surface interactions ob
served by Bi and Leishman. l 

The measured time-dependent pressures at differ
ent locations on the upper and lower surface showed 
the same overall types of signatures, but they were 
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quite varied in magnitude and phase. In general) the 
observed sensitivity of the pressure loads at different 
points on the wing will make the theoretical prediction 
of these effec:ts a significant dmllenge to the analyst. 

Summary and Conclusions 

An experimental investigation has been conducted to 
study the aerodynamic interactions between a heli
copter rotor and aT -tail empennage in forward flight. 
The following conclusions were drawn from the inves
tigation: 

1. Velocity field measurements showed tlmt the flow 
below and behind tho rotor was highly asymmet
ric. The individual tip vortices g(:~nerated by the 
rotor blades were fonnd to roll-up quickly behind 
the rotor disk to form two vortex bundles. These 
vortex bundles \vere the dominant feature in the 
flow behind the rotor disk) and greatly affected 
the vertical and horizontal velocity components 
induc:ecl at the tail location. 

2. The measured location of the rotor wake bound
ary showed that at low (tdvancc ratios the rear of 
the rotor wake impinged on the tail of the body 
and had little effect on the horizontal tailplane. 
As the advance ratio was increasE1d the wake skew 
angle incrensed and the wake was observed to im
pinge on the vertical tail and finally the horizon
tal tail. For some conditions) the wake passed 
over the top of the horizontal tail. At high ad
vance ratios, the wake skew angle remained nearly 
constant with the tip vortiu)~ being convected 
downstream almost parallel to the rotor tip-path
plane. 

3. At low advance ratios the tail encountered high 
downwash Elngles and the flow over the horizontal 
tail was generally stalled. However) the flow pro
gressively reattached over the tail as the advance-: 
ratio was increased. The time-averaged nirlo.:),d
ing was asymmetric clue, primarily) to the dif
ference in strength of the wake vortex bundles 
tra.ilccl from the sides of the rotor disk. Under 
some test conditions) a sharp trailing-edge pres
sure peak waH observed on the retreating side of 
the horizontal tail) perhaps indicating that a scarf 
vortex originated at the junction of the verticnl 
fin and the horhontal tail. 

4. Time-varying pressures showed that £-lowfield 
near the horizont<tl tail plane was highly unsteady 
nnd very clqwndent on the position of the ro
tor wake boundary) the tip vortex t>trcngths) and 
their convection velocity. Below an advance ratio 
of 0.15 the unsteady pressure responses were gen
erally small because the rotor wa.ke was far from 
the tail plane. As the advance ratio was increased 
the wake boundary encroa.chcd on the tailplane) 
nncl the unsteady pressures increased significantly 
in magnitude. YVhen the wake impinged on the 
tail) a -sharp increase in the 8P component of un
steady pressure was observed. 

G. The unsteady pressure responses over the hori
;;,ontal tail appeared to be characterized by two 
events. The first) and more dominant) was due 

to the unsteady lift produced on the horizontal 
tail that was induced by rotor wake. This part 
of the unsteady pressure response was mostly in
phase at all points over the chord. The s~w.ond 
event) which was smaller in magnitude, was due 
to the disturbances produced by the convection 
of the individual tip vortices past the measure
ment points. These pressures were out-of-phase 
over the chord. 
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